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Abstract





This paper extends the traditional socket interface to
TCP/IP communication with the ability to seek rather than
simply receive data in order. Seeking on a TCP socket allows a user program to receive data without first receiving
all previous data on the connection. Through repeated use
of seeking, a messaging application or library can treat a
TCP socket as a list of messages with the potential to receive
and remove data from any arbitrary point rather than simply the head of the socket buffer. Seeking facilitates copyavoidance between a messaging library and user code by
eliminating the need to first copy unwanted data into a library buffer before receiving desired data that appears later
in the socket buffer.
The seekable sockets interface is implemented in the
Linux 2.6.13 kernel. Experimental results are gathered
using a simple microbenchmark that receives data out-oforder from a given socket, yielding up to a 40% reduction
in processing time. The code for seekable sockets is now
available for patching into existing Linux kernels and for
further development into messaging libraries.

1

Introduction

Cluster computing is often used to perform time consuming calculations which can be divided into portions of work
and assigned to multiple computers. The computers send
messages and data to each other frequently to update status
information or provide other computers with data and information needed for other parts of the calculation. While a
clustered design allows for many computers to be fully utilized to decrease computation time, clustered systems experience overheads when the computers need to communiThis work is supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
Grant Nos. CCF-0532448 and CNS-0532452.





















































































Figure 1. Performance impact of receiving
unexpected messages before a desired message

cate. The overhead of this communication varies with the
computation being performed, the number of computers,
the libraries used to facilitate the communication, and the
choice of interface between the computers, among others.
Although a variety of proprietary solutions exist for cluster
interconnects, recent studies have shown that efficient messaging library design can allow clusters using commodity
TCP/IP and Ethernet components to achieve performance
comparable to proprietary interconnects [9, 10]. Consequently, this study focuses on TCP/IP-based messaging.
The overheads experienced using TCP/IP-based messaging depend not only on the size and frequency of messages, but also on whether a message is expected or unexpected. A message is unexpected if its data arrives at the
receiver before that system has invoked the library call to

receive that message into an application-level buffer. Thus,
unexpected data is typically copied first into a temporary
library buffer [10, 14]. For TCP/IP-based messaging, a
message can be considered to have arrived when the data
appears on the network and the TCP stack places it into
the socket buffer of a connected socket between two hosts.
Figure 1 represents a situation where unexpected messages
have arrived at a system that is waiting on a specific message (for example, an MPI message with a specific type of
tag [6]). The operating system socket interface for TCP
receives bytes from a given connection in-order using the
recv or read system call. Thus, accesing the desired message first requires emptying the socket of the earlier unexpected messages. Since these will most likely be needed
later on, each of these messages should be copied aside into
an unexpected receive pool, incurring substantial overhead.
Later application-level receives will first check the unexpected pool before calling the socket-level receive function.
This paper proposes an extension to the operating system socket interface to allow random-access receives from
the socket buffer. This new interface, titled seekable sockets, allows the socket buffer to be searched for the desired
content and allows the user program to receive the desired
message without copying prior data. Through repeated use
of seeking, a messaging application or library can treat a
TCP socket as a list of messages with the potential to receive and remove data from any arbitrary point rather than
simply the head of the socket buffer.
The seekable sockets interface is orthogonal to many
other works that improve the performance of TCP-based
messaging. Examples include those that use more efficient
library design, such as event-driven architectures, or that
use hardware support at the network interface card, such as
TCP splintering [7, 10]. This work differs from both categories by focusing on the performance impact of an operating system interface: the socket layer. Consequently,
this work should be able to work synergistically with ideas
that focus on NIC support or library architecture to improve
other components of TCP messaging performance.
The seekable sockets interface has been implemented in the Linux 2.6.13 kernel and tested using a
simple microbenchmark that receives data out-of-order
from a given socket. Experimental results show up
to a 40% reduction in processing time using seekable
sockets, with the greatest benefits arising from larger
messages or a larger number of out-of-order messages.
The seekable sockets patch is available for download from
http://www.ece.purdue.edu/∼vpai/ssocks/.
For UDP/IP-based messaging, as used in the IP path of LA-MPI, a
single receiver socket could even be shared across multiple senders, and
the desired message could be one from a specific host.

Figure 2. Flowchart of Linux tcp recvmsg
function.
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Background on Linux TCP

The TCP stack of the linux kernel operates on socket
buffers, known as sk buff’s or skb’s. As packets of data
are received by the network device, the data is placed in a
ring buffer and an sk buff is allocated and associated with
the data. This sk buff holds the metadata for the packet
and the linux TCP/IP stack interacts with the sk buff to
process the packet. Eventually, the sk buff is placed on
the socket buffer queue for a given connection.
To facilitate packet control and reception in the correct
order, each TCP packet has a sequence number, which gives
the number of bytes sent on the connection prior to that particular packet. This allows for recovery from network-level
reordering of packets on the receiving side and for data retrieval from the socket buffers. A user program does not
know or need to know how data is arranged in packets or
how it arrives on the network. An application’s only concerns are the order in which the data elements were sent
from the source and the length of the data.
When a user program invokes the recv(),
recvfrom(), or recvmsg() functions on a TCP
socket, tcp recvmsg() is invoked within the kernel
(net/ipv4/tcp.c). Figure 2 is a flowchart of these
functions. tcp recvmsg() begins copying data from
the sk buff’s in the socket queue which point to the
actual data in the ring buffer. The function inspects the
first skb in the socket buffer and then copies data to the
user-space buffer. If the skb has more data than requested,

tcp recvmsg() leaves the remainder on the socket
buffer queue. If the user has requested more data than the
contents of the first skb, the skb is deallocated along with
its corresponding data on the ring buffer, and the above
steps continue with the next skb in the queue. By default,
tcp recvmsg() returns after reading all the requested
data from the socket buffer, deallocating all the skb’s that
have had their data completely received, and updating the
sequence number of the first byte to read on the socket.
TCP uses sequence numbers to keep track of what has
been read from the socket buffer and what should be read
next. The per-connection copied seq variable holds the
sequence number that should be read next; this value defines what has already been copied and what will be read
next from the receive queue. If copied seq is larger than
the first skb’s base sequence number, then part of the skb
has already been read and the requested length of data will
be copied starting from the sequence number specified by
copied seq. Thus, the use of sequence numbers determines the data that a receive call will read from the socket.

3

Adding Seek to Sockets

The goal of seekable sockets is to receive data that has
been placed on the socket receive buffer in any order. When
data is copied from the socket, the corresponding skb’s that
hold the data need to be deallocated, and the linked list of
skb’s needs to be patched. Also, since the data at the sequence numbers that was read is no longer available, subsequent receive calls on the socket need to be aware that this
data is no longer available. This is implemented through a
linked list that holds the starting and ending sequence numbers of each “hole” in the socket receive buffer; the creation
of a hole frees up space in the socket buffer (and allows normal TCP flow control behavior) regardless of the point in
the socket buffer from which data has been removed. When
a receive call begins copying data to the user, it will skip
over any hole that it encounters and continue receiving normally from the sequence number after the hole. During the
receive, the list of holes grows, coalesces, and is pruned dynamically.
The implementation developed creates a new pseudoprotocol, SOCK SEEK STREAM. This protocol uses the
same tcp stack that normal SOCK STREAM sockets use;
however, the functions have been modified so that a socket
of type SOCK SEEK STREAM may be seeked upon. If a
socket call is on a non-seekable socket, or if the call is not a
seeking receive, then the path through the TCP stack and its
functions is nearly identical to a stock linux kernel. However, if a seeking call takes place on a seekable socket, then
the path through the TCP stack is the same while the path
through individual functions may vary. The main changes
are in the tcp recvmsg() function. The changes to

this function implement all the modifications necessary to
manage the holes list, sequence numbers, and already read
skb’s. The one notable change to the tcp recvmsg()
function during a seekable socket receive is that the TCP
prequeue mechanism is disabled. The TCP prequeue mechanism allows for better management of stream resources
in exchange for a slight decrease in performance. Also,
the prequeue cannot be easily modified to allow for seeking. Therefore, the prequeue mechanism has been disabled
whenever receiving on a seekable socket.
Once a socket has been created as type
SOCK SEEK STREAM, the normal recv() and
recvmsg() functions can be used as usual. A new
function, seek recv(), is implemented as a syscall and
takes the following arguments:
ssize t seek recv(int s, void
*buf, size t len, int flags,
size t offset);
The arguments are identical to the recv() function, with
the offset variable added to specify the number of bytes to
offset into the stream. This offset is always relative to the
first byte which would be received through a recv() call.
Since seek recv() modifies the msghdr structure
and then calls the generic sock recvmsg function, it is
also possible to use the standard recvmsg() library function for seeking receives. The msg seek variable has been
added to the msghdr to specify the seek offset; by modifying the msghdr structure passed into recvmsg(), it is
possible to do a seeking receive without invoking the new
function.
To be able to seek past large messages, the maximum receive buffer size must be increased. This is controlled by the
net.core.rmem max system variable (sysctl). This
will set the maximum receive buffer that can be specified using the setsockopt() function. Therefore, the sysctl
should be set to a reasonably large number of bytes, and the
receive buffer should be increased as necessary within the
user-space program. When the receive buffer becomes full,
normal TCP actions are performed, and the seeking receive
call returns an error. If new packets are received while the
socket buffer is full, they will be dropped and retransmitted by the sender according to normal TCP flow control [1].
The program must respond to the socket buffer full error by
removing some of the data left in the buffer to free up more
space in the kernel.

4

Experimental Results and Discussion

The seekable sockets interface discussed in Section 3 is
implemented on the Linux 2.6.13-rc3 kernel and tested with
a microbenchmark. The microbenchmark uses two hosts:
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Figure 3. Performance impact of seekable
sockets for varying message sizes (X-axis)
and out-of-order message counts (N value).

a sender and a receiver. The sender repeatedly sends messages of a constant, configurable size on an established connection. The receiver repeatedly skips past N such messages, reads the desired message, and then reads the N
skipped messages. The receiver is implemented using a
non-seeking and a seeking approach. In the non-seeking
version, the N skipped messages are first copied from the
socket buffer into application memory. In the seeking version, all of the skipping is done using the new seek recv
system call. The performance of the system is evaluated using the sum of system and user time seen at the receiver system. The percentage of this active CPU time reduced by the
seeking version is the metric used to evaluate the effectiveness of seeking. Each test consists of 100 repetitions of the
following: opening a socket, transferring 1000 messages on
it according to the receive policy described above, and closing that socket. The system only has one active socket at a
time.
Figure 3 shows the active CPU time reduction achieved
using the seekable sockets interface. The different curves
represent N values ranging from 2 to 16, while the X-axis
of the graph represents the message size in bytes. Note that
the X axis is logarithmically scaled. The Y-axis represents
the percentage of CPU time reduced using seekable sockets: numbers below 0% indicate situations where the new
interface degraded performance. Each data point was tested
10 times; the curves show the average values with standard
error bars to show the experimental variation across tests;
these experimental errors decrease for larger message sizes
because the tests run for longer and are less subject to random OS and cache behavior.
Seeking sometimes degrades performance for low N values or small messages because of the greater overhead in
processing the socket buffers (e.g., managing the holes list).

Some degradations arise for 10-byte messages; these are an
unrealistic data point in well-tuned applications but may be
useful for considering applications for which the communication is difficult to coordinate or for benchmarking the base
latency of a communication channel. In general, however,
the curves indicate better performance benefits from larger
messages or larger N values. These results are not surprising given the greater amount of copying (and expense of
copying) required in such tests. At best, the results indicate a 40% reduction in CPU execution time after adding
the new interface.
One interesting result is the dip in performance at message sizes of around 1000 bytes. This message size is closest in size to the TCP packet payload size (1460 bytes). The
relative overhead of managing the holes list is consequently
greater in this case than in the others.
This work shows that the seekable socket interface is
useful for TCP-based data communication, but does not implement a full-scale messaging library around this interface.
Experience with microbenchmark code suggests that few
changes are required for using seekable sockets. However,
integrating the interface into an MPI library may yield further insights on the usability of this interface. For example,
applications will first need to inspect message headers using traditional receives (possibly peeking) before knowing
the amount required for seeking. The actual performance
will likely vary based on the amount to which messages
are received out-of-order; since our microbenchmark results
only consider computation time (and not its overlap with
communication latencies), these results should be composable to describe overall system performance according to
the methodology of Saavedra and Smith [15]. The results
should also be largely independent of the physical medium
used or the number of sockets since the operating system
changes are confined to the socket layer and are strictly on
a per-socket basis.
Seekable sockets may also yield performance improvements outside of the cluster computing domain. For example, modern HTTP implementations pass multiple simultaneous requests and responses on a single pipelined persistent connection for more efficient TCP performance [5].
Seekable sockets would allow for parallel processing of a
pipelined persistent connection, with different threads reading, parsing, validating, and rendering content in different
portions of the connection.

5

Related Work

The introduction cites the work that is most closely related. While Majumder et al. focused on library design
to improve the performance of TCP-based messaging, Gilfeather and Macabe have used hardware support from the
network interface card to offload critical portions of pro-

tocol processing [7]. Many other works focus on hardware support for message-passing using proprietary interconnects, user-level interfaces, and customized protocols [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19]. This work differs from all
of those by focusing on the performance impact of a specific
operating system interface: the socket layer. Consequently,
this work is orthogonal to works that focus on NIC support
or library architecture and should be able to work synergistically with ideas to improve other components of TCP
messaging performance.
SCTP, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol, is a
reliable transport-level protocol under development that is
similar to TCP in that it has a notion of a flow-controlled
connection between two machines [17]. However, unlike
TCP, this connection (called an association) may consist of
several independent message streams. SCTP enforces ordering within a message stream, but not across the entire
association. This feature could be used to provide the benefits of seekable sockets for specific circumstances in which
data may be processed out-of-order; for example, tagged
MPI receives could be implemented as separate streams
in an association, as could independent web responses on
a pipelined connection. Seekable sockets are more flexible, however, because they allow arbitrary out-of-order receives. Additionally, the user-level API for seekable sockets is only a single receive-side extension to the traditional
sockets interface, while SCTP requires more complex extensions and modifications to sending, receiving, and connection management functions [18]. SCTP also allows for
multiple IP addresses per machine involved in a given association, potentially allowing the use of multiple network
paths for greater reliability; this feature is orthogonal to
seekable sockets.

6

Conclusions

This paper proposes a new extension to the socket
layer that allows for random-access receives from a single
TCP connection. This new seekable socket interface has
been implemented in Linux 2.6.13 and tested using a
simple microbenchmark that receives data out-of-order.
Experimental results show up to a 40% reduction in
processing time, with benefits increasing for larger messages or a greater number of out-of-order messages. The
seekable sockets patch is available for download from
http://www.ece.purdue.edu/∼vpai/ssocks/
, and may be applied to currently-available Linux kernels.
Experience in using this new interface suggests that few
changes are required in application-level source code,
but this interface will need to be integrated into a fullyfunctional messaging or communication library before
further conclusions can be drawn.
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